Appendix 4 - Master Plan Presentation Boards
Plan Notes

1. Primary Vehicular Access
2. Opportunity for Connection to Bike Lanes
3. Opportunity for connection to Community Pool and Green Space
4. Opportunity for connection to Neighborhood
5. Existing Sidewalks
6. Electric Transmission Line Easement
7. Clear zone required around Tower
8. Opportunity to naturalize Detention Pond
9. Suggest Buffering for adjacent Homes
10. Suggest Buffering for Post Office
11. Existing Mounds along Drive
12. Existing Bike Lanes
13. Existing fence line, vegetation is below average quality and aesthetic
14. Drainage Swale
15. High Point/Drainage Breakline
16. Commercial Property adjacent to Park
17. Post Office Adjacent to Park
18. Residential Property adjacent to Park
19. Opportunity for Development including:
   - Parking
   - Open Space
   - Play/Recreation
   - Parking
20. Views into Park Property
Appendix 5 - Board Resolutions

Indianapolis Parks Board Resolution

Place Holder for Indianapolis Parks Board Resolution
Place Holder for MDC Board Resolution